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DEAR FRIENDS
As this year draws to a close, we have

Over the past 15 years, alumni and

her connection to the Law School, along

much to celebrate: a successful capital

friends of the school have contributed

with a salute to former Dean and Prof. Fred

campaign, a highly credentialed first-year

more than $150 million to the Maurer

Aman, who took emeritus status this year.

class, new programs that celebrate our

School of Law. Considering that our school

We are grateful to Fred not only for his 11

commitment to diversity and justice, and

has fewer than 600 students, the impact

years of leadership as dean, but also for

much more. I am proud that the school —

of your support is dramatic. It enables us

his hiring 12 outstanding faculty members

through the contributions of faculty, staff,

to provide scholarship funding to nearly

and establishing 11 chairs and professor-

students, and many alumni coming togeth-

every student — more than $15 million per

ships. Fred and his wife, Carol Greenhouse,

er — reached all of these milestones in the

year — so that each year between a quarter

have endowed a chair in administrative

midst of the worst pandemic in our nation’s

and a third of our students graduate

law in Fred’s name that will focus on the

history. It’s been a tough year, and all of

with no debt. Your support also provides

rights and needs of the poor, immigrants,

us in the Law School community have so

funding for summer employment for our

the incarcerated, and other underserved

much to be grateful for.

rising 2L students in a variety of positions,

communities. Fred — one of the most

including the Stewart Fellows global

respected administrative law scholars in

accomplishments that bring such pride

externships, the Rural Justice Initiative,

the United States, who has garnered global

and gratitude to the school. You will read

and many other government and public

recognition for his work — has left his mark

about the Law School’s role in Indiana

interest opportunities. Your gifts have also

on the Law School in ways big and small.

University’s Bicentennial Campaign, to

made it possible for us to update Baier

which our alumni, faculty, staff, and

Hall with the latest technology and with

about ways the Law School has responded

friends gave $63 million, $3 million over

new furniture, flooring, elevators, and

to some of the most pressing issues facing

our $60 million goal. More than 5,000

other improvements.

the nation. Throughout the summer and

In this issue of ergo, we celebrate the

donors gave to the campaign. Alumni

Your scholarship funding also makes

In this issue of ergo, you will read

fall, our students and faculty responded

participation reached record levels and

it possible for us to attract highly cre-

admirably to the racial and social justice

$43.8 million of the gifts to the campaign

dentialed students from throughout the

issues confronting our nation. Faculty

came from alumni. Faculty and staff

country. This year’s entering class of 178

members participated in several confer-

alone contributed more than $4 million

students came from 95 schools in 35 states

ences and panels on voting rights and

to the campaign. And thanks to the

and five countries. Their median LSAT and

police violence. Student organizations

persistence of our development staff,

undergraduate GPA of 162 and 3.78 placed

collaborated to host some fabulous speak-

$9 million of the gifts came in during the

us in a competitive ranking with our peers.

ers and events. The Law School helped

last six months of the campaign. We are

We continued to recruit stellar graduate

organize a 12-week series on race, law,

particularly grateful to V. William Hunt,

degree students in our LLM, MCL, Ph.D.,

and equality, featuring speakers from

’69, and Robert P. Kassing, ’64, for

and SJD programs from all over the world.

each of the Big 10 law schools. 2L Ashley

co-chairing the Law School’s Bicentennial
Campaign Committee.

Also in this issue, you’ll read about
the late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg and
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Scurlock, a member of BLSA’s executive
board, has done a tremendous job coordi-

nating that speaker series for the Big 10 law schools. The Law School joined a new innovative ABA program — a collaboration between the ABA and many other law schools — that will
provide students opportunities to work on policies related to police practices.
You will also read about what we have done in the classroom during the pandemic. This
fall, the faculty, staff, and students banded together in an unusual learning environment,
as the pandemic forced much of our instruction online. First-year students took their usual
courses sequentially in concentrated four-week blocks with an exam at the end of each
block, rather than simultaneously. We gave them the option of choosing online or in-person
classes, and about 85% opted for the latter.
Thanks to strict enforcement of mask wearing, social distancing, mitigation testing,
and most of all cooperation among the Law School community, we are keeping the pandemic in check while proceeding with a somewhat normal academic year. Our ever-resilient
faculty adapted to these new teaching modalities, while continuing with their research and
writing. I invite you to visit our new website, which features a section devoted to faculty
research on timely topics such as the pandemic, racial and social justice, and the election
and politics: law.indiana.edu/research.
The IU campus closed on Thanksgiving and will reopen on February 8 with the goal of
controlling the spread of COVID-19 during the coldest part of the winter. During January, the
1L students will take a concentrated online course in Property and upper-division students
will have the option to choose from about six online courses before we return to the socalled HyFlex model in February.
Despite all of these challenges, we remain optimistic about the year ahead and are
looking forward to brighter days. With gratitude for your support in so many ways, I wish you
a safe and happy holiday season and all the best in 2021.

Best,

Austen Parrish
Dean and James H. Rudy Professor of Law
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LAW SCHOOL GIFTS
APPROACH $63 MILLION,
EXCEEDING BICENTENNIAL
CAMPAIGN GOAL
During the summer and fall of this year, alumni and friends of the Maurer School
of Law topped off an already successful capital campaign with major gifts totaling
$8.9 million from friends and alumni during the past six months. This funding will
continue to move the Law School forward as one of the nation’s best public law schools
preparing students in a rapidly changing global legal environment. The funds will
support the school’s mission of ensuring an affordable, high-quality legal education,
preparing students for successful global careers in law, and advancing important
interdisciplinary scholarship. The most recent major gifts helped boost total campaign
gifts to almost $63 million, surpassing the school’s $60 million goal for the Indiana
University’s Bicentennial Campaign.

“We are thrilled that so many loyal alumni and friends, through donations, estate
gifts, and other contributions, have made such an indelible impact on the Law School,”
ALFRED C. AMAN

said Lisa G. Hosey, executive director of development at the Law School. Along with
her colleagues in the Lotz Office of Alumni and Development, Hosey has helped raised
more than $150 million to support the Law School over the last 15 years. In the last few
months of the campaign alone, major gifts were made by:
•

Alfred C. Aman and Carol Greenhouse to establish the Alfred C. Aman Chair
in Administrative Law. Aman is the Roscoe C. O’Byrne Professor of Law Emeritus
and an internationally known expert on administrative law and globalization.

CAROL GREENHOUSE

He served as dean of the Law School from 1991–2002.
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•

Catherine A. Conway, ’78, a labor and employment lawyer and partner at Gibson
Dunn & Crutcher, Los Angeles, and a member of the Law School’s Academy of Law
Alumni Fellows and its Board of Visitors.

•

Kathleen A. DeLaney, ’95, and Ann M. DeLaney, ’77, to encourage women to
develop careers as litigators. The school’s moot court room has been named in
their honor. Kathleen’s daughter and Ann’s granddaughter, Emma Strenski, ’22,

CATHERINE A. CONWAY

represent the third generation of women from the same family to attend the law
school — a first in the school’s history. Kathleen DeLaney is a member of the law
school’s Board of Visitors, and Ann DeLaney is an emerita member.
•

Scott N. Flanders, ’82, chief executive officer of eHealth, Inc., Mountain View,
Calif., and a member of the Law School’s Board of Visitors.

•

Roger T. Stelle, ’70 and Linda Stelle. Roger is a founding partner of Meltzer Purtill
& Stelle LLC, a firm of 40 lawyers based in Schaumburg, Ill., with offices in Chicago

KATHLEEN A. DeLANEY

and Denver.
•

Kellye Y. Testy, ’91, president and chief executive officer of the Law School
Admission Council, Newton, Penn., former dean of the University of Washington
School of Law, and a member of the Law School’s Board of Visitors.

•

Patrick J. (Rick) Turner, ’82, president, Dynaprop Development Corporation, a
real estate development firm based in Chicago.

ANN M. DeLANEY
DeLANEY PHOTOS BY EMMA STRENSKI, ’22

“We are incredibly grateful for the tremendous generosity of our alumni and
our friends,” said Dean Parrish. “Our alumni have made such a difference, helping
our students graduate with significantly less debt than their peers at many other
schools. Each year, between 25-35% of our students graduate with no student loan debt.
Our alumni generosity has also enabled us to recruit influential legal scholars and
fabulous classroom instructors, update and renew our facilities, and create new
programs that provide exceptional learning opportunities for our students, while
supporting local Hoosiers in need.”
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These recent gifts bring the total funds contributed in the Bicentennial
Campaign to $63 million, 105% of the goal. Other major gifts to the campaign include
a $20 million planned gift from Lowell E. Baier, ’64, for long-term building
refurbishment and $7.7 million from Milton, ’71 and Judi Stewart in support of
the school’s Milt and Judi Stewart Center on the Global Legal Profession along
SCOTT N. FLANDERS

with a professorship for its director.

ROGER T. STELLE

KELLYE Y. TESTY

PATRICK J. TURNER
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AMAN REFLECTS
ON “PAGE-TURNING”
OPPORTUNITIES
THROUGHOUT
HIS INDIANA LAW
TENURE
After nearly 50 years of practicing, teaching, and administration, Alfred C. (Fred) Aman, Jr.,
took emeritus status at the end of the 2019–2020 academic year. Earlier this fall, he visited with
ergo editor Ken Turchi to reflect on his distinguished career.
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Ken Turchi: You’ve had a distinguished

Fred Aman: I always thought that I might be a professor someday, because of some

career as a teacher and administrator,

very inspiring teachers I had in college and law school. I so admired what they did

but you started out in private practice.

and how they did it, I thought that someday I might be lucky enough to do that too.

Did you always want to be a law professor,

But I certainly was enjoying my practice, which was in Atlanta and Washington, DC

or did you come to it circuitously?

[at Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan]. Carol [Greenhouse, my wife] and I met during my
Atlanta years, and we lived in Washington, DC, when we were first married. I was at
the firm, and Carol was working in a research firm as an anthropologist. Both of us
had taught at local universities in Atlanta and the Washington area, as opportunity
allowed — and both of us enjoyed those experiences enormously. We were settling
into our new life in DC when we learned about openings at Cornell University in our
fields. It seemed like too good a chance to pass up. We were extraordinarily fortunate
that it worked out for us both. So that’s how we both began. And we had a wonderful
time at Cornell. I loved teaching, and I loved my research. I felt very honored and lucky
to be there.
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My interest in administration also had its roots at Cornell. Shortly after joining the
Cornell Law faculty in 1977, I was asked to be a member of the University of Rochester’s
Trustees’ Council. That group was a sub-unit of their Board of Trustees. I was a U of R
alum, but the Trustees’ Council introduced me to the university in a new way, and also
gave me a good sense of how a university is administered. After serving on the Trustee’s Council for a few years, I was asked to stand for a term as a voting trustee at Rochester. Those years of service had a big effect on me, because it was a little like going
behind the scenes and seeing, in some detail, the sorts of issues that academic administrators face, and how an educational institution is run. It gave me quite a good sense, I
thought, of the role of deans and the relationship of deans to university presidents and
provosts. I became quite interested in that while still teaching full time and enjoying
life in Ithaca and at Cornell. There were other experiences that deepened my interest
in administration — sabbaticals in the very different academic settings of Cambridge
(England) and a stint as an international program director while at Cornell.
When I applied to IU for the dean’s position, there were a number of other schools that
were also engaged in dean searches. But IU really stood out to me because of its academic stature and long history of interdisciplinary legal studies. Through my interviews with Indiana alumni, law faculty, students, and administrators at that time, I
could see what an exciting institution it was. I was also struck by the interdisciplinary
nature of the university overall, and that, too, interested me very much. During the interviewing process I met [then-Chancellor] Ken Gros Louis — a remarkable person who
had a gift for making people feel comfortable. I felt very fortunate to serve as dean under Ken — not only enjoying a nice rapport with him, but also benefiting from his unique
combination of wisdom and enthusiasm. He was so responsive to new ideas, and was so
principled in his dealings with people, no matter their station in life. And, of course, he
could and did teach me so much about the university and its history. That came later,
but even on first meeting, my impression of IU’s distinctive character coupled with
my overall impressions of the Law School made this seem like a leap well worth taking.
And it was!

KT: Dr. Gros Louis was young and

FA: Yes. And he was so much fun to work with and so open-minded. And open to the Law

dynamic when he came to Bloomington

School’s sense of what our goals and hopes were. It was almost like him saying, as he

in the early ’80s.

often did, “Okay, what do you want to do, and how do I help you?” And so I felt very com-
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fortable working closely with him — the university was very supportive. Even through
the tough times, with budgetary issues and things like that, we could always figure out
ways to keep making progress.

KT: Did you have any administrative

FA: Yes, I did. Many people — including academics — are surprised by how much

responsibilities at Cornell?

administration is involved in a faculty member’s portfolio, especially after tenure.
So my administrative portfolio did thicken with committee duties in and beyond the
law school, all of which I found interesting and did for the most part with great pleasure. One of them was Cornell’s international law program. At that time, it was a very
small version of [the Maurer School of Law] LLM and SJD program, and primarily involved international law and international students. I began to realize, intellectually,
that there was no bright line between domestic and international law. We all were increasingly living our lives in a more global, interconnected world, and it became clear
to me that this was a very exciting moment in time for law and legal education.

KT: Was running that program what

FA: Yes, I certainly began thinking about those questions more deeply then, and writ-

got you interested in globalization as an

ing about them as well, and finding colleagues in law and other fields (at Cornell and

academic discipline?

elsewhere) who were thinking in those directions. At that time — it seems strange now
— the word globalization was not widely in use. Even after I came to Indiana, it was not a
common term, but a few years later, it became totally commonplace and the academic
literature around globalization just mushroomed. I should add that the prominence of
international studies programs at IU was an additional draw for me, when I was considering the move from Cornell. Tom Ehrlich, who had been an important and highly
regarded international law scholar at Stanford Law School, had become president of IU
and was very enthusiastic and supportive of such ideas and directions. And because
I had germinating in my own mind this idea of what a global curriculum might look like
or what globalization might turn out to be, I just felt instinctively that it was important
that I be in a school and university where many people were also interested in such
ideas and directions.

KT: What were some of the biggest

FA: There certainly were some challenges, but let me start with the opportunities.

challenges that met you when you came

We were embarked on a more interdisciplinary and global approach to law and legal

to Indiana?

education than many other schools, mainly because our law school was very much
primed to do this by the range of faculty expertise and the Law School’s connections
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to the rest of the university. At Indiana it has been so much easier than most places to
work across disciplinary lines and for the Law School to link up with other schools such
as SPEA, the Kelley School and various College of Arts and Sciences departments, too.
In those earliest days, I suppose the challenge I foresaw was fostering the potential for
those conversations and helping strengthen the connections among faculty and other
schools at IU that would benefit our students by opening up new opportunities for them
— particularly joint degrees, study abroad, new journals, and so forth.
New ventures meant new funding demands, and I understood that this would be among
my challenges. I knew from the start that fundraising would be a major challenge, but
it was one that I welcomed. Along with the help and vision of Art Lotz, the Law School’s
assistant dean for development, we launched the Law School’s first capital campaign —
among other fundraising initiatives. I found this side of the deanship deeply gratifying
as an opportunity to help spread the word about the unique strengths of the school,
and, on a more personal front, to know and work closely with the school’s most devoted
graduates. I have so many vivid memories of my conversations with and the help so
many of our alums provided — far too many to mention here. I knew, however, that
there were (and are) exciting things going on here that I know are not happening elsewhere. In the 1990s, legal education generally was becoming more interdisciplinary
and global in outlook, and I found it very interesting to think about our distinctiveness,
how to get the message out, and how to fund it in a way that would maximize our
community’s potential.
As I think about it, that’s where my work as a U[niversity] of R[ochester] trustee helped
me so much. I had developed an understanding already of how important [fundraising]
was. And, of course, competition was increasing across the board in relation to both
faculty and student recruitment and support. We needed to improve funds for salaries
— they were extremely low then. And although we had some scholarship funds, we
needed more to accomplish our goals.
As I’ve mentioned, we undertook the very first independent capital campaign for our
Law School shortly after I arrived as dean. We had been involved, as a school, in other
university-wide campaigns in the past, but never for the Law School per se. We needed new money to attract students regardless of economic need. And we had very few
chairs and professorships, which made it difficult to recruit and retain faculty. Student
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scholarships and faculty chairs and professorships were our main fundraising goals.
Thanks to strong alumni/ae support, that first campaign was successful — and deeply
encouraging going forward. [Eleven chairs were endowed under Aman’s leadership.]

KT: You brought some faculty with you

FA: They did not come with me, but I like to think that my own move from Cornell to IU

from Cornell. Is that right?

highlighted the attractions of IU for Cornellians — Susan Williams and David Williams
were law school faculty there, and Aviva Orenstein [Dean of Students] and Hannah
Buxbaum [Professor and IU Vice President for International Affairs] are law school
alumnae.

KT: And you certainly groomed some

FA: Oh, it was fantastic working with Lauren. She could and did do so many things [as

distinguished successors to your position

executive associate dean], many of which I couldn’t do nearly as well. So we were a

and in other administrative positions,

really great team — I hope she would agree! [She did. Robel found working with Aman a

including [former dean and current IUB

wonderful experience. “Fred is a fantastic colleague and human being,” she told ergo.

Provost] Lauren Robel.

“I am indebted to him for demonstrating how to lead with heart, humor, and deep integrity. I learned so much from working with him, and I use those lessons every day.”]
And of course, Lauren knew the school from the ground up, having been a student here
and then having taught here as well. I think when you come to a school as dean from
another school, you naturally bring with you some new perspectives and there are new
ideas you can try. But at the same time, there is nothing better than to be so fortunate
to work with someone who really knows the school inside out, someone who can say,
“That’s a good idea, but it may be better to try it this way and not that way.”

KT: She was just the person to have

FA: Yes, for sure. It was just great, great fun working with and learning from Lauren

there to tell you how to get involved and

every day. It was enormously helpful to me and the school. I felt very lucky, indeed, to

where to go for help.

have had the chance to serve as dean with Lauren.

KT: What else would you like the readers

FA: I so appreciated the creative opportunities to make things happen institutionally

of ergo to know about your experience at

for other people. That is the real and most important reason to become a dean — sup-

the Law School?

porting others in their goals through what the institution makes possible, and then
broadening those possibilities. I loved the intensity and creativity of administrative
work, the mix of planning and serendipity. But I have equally loved my time here as a
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teacher and as a scholar. I have been greatly supported and stimulated by the intellectuality of this wonderful Law School and university and by the excellent deans that
I have had the chance to work with as a full time teacher and scholar—Lauren Robel and
Austen Parrish, and Hannah Buxbaum as interim dean.

KT: Anything else you would like to

FA: Along those lines, I would add that throughout my time here, the administration

pass along?

and the staff writ large has been so important to the success of this school and to us all.
The people here — faculty and students, administrators and staff exude a certain ethos
of kindness, dedication, generosity and tolerance. This truly is what makes this Law
School a very special place. I sensed this when I first came here in 1991 and although
the school is very different in some ways, this ethos has never changed. I felt it was
such a gift, and I remember thinking, “Man, don’t mess this up!”

KT: Well, you didn’t. You kept it going

FA: Thank you. My time [at the Law School] means so much to me. I feel very fortunate

and you handed it off to Dean Robel,

to have worked for a school that I believe in so deeply — giving it my all came naturally.

and she handed it off to Dean Buxbaum

I feel lucky to be able to say that.

and Dean Parrish. And we have all been
better off for it.
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Alfred C. (Fred) Aman, Jr.
Roscoe C. O’Byrne Professor of Law, 1998-2007; 2009- (Emeritus status in 2020)
Dean, IU Maurer School of Law, 1991–2002
Associate Professor and Professor of Law, Cornell Law School, 1977–1991

Areas of Expertise:
Administrative Law
Globalization and the Law
Transnational Law

Accomplishments while at Indiana Law:
•

Helped establish the school’s reputation as a leader in global and international scholarship.

•

Co-founded the Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies, an interdisciplinary, peer-reviewed journal.

•

Published numerous articles and treatises on administrative and transnational law.

•

Expanded the breadth and depth of the faculty, adding a dozen distinguished scholars with expertise in
labor, environmental, constitutional, public health, international, criminal, and evidence law.

•

Led the school’s first free-standing capital campaign, chaired by Michael S. (Mickey) Maurer, ’67,
raising over $20 million for scholarships and programs.

•

Raised funds to establish 11 faculty chairs and professorships.

•

Established the Distinguished Service Award to recognize alumni who have demonstrated exceptional
service to the community and the school.

•

Endowed the Alfred C. Aman Chair in Administrative Law in 2020.

Other items of note:
Prof. Aman has a longstanding affiliation with the University of Rochester, his alma mater, where he
serves as a life trustee. He is also an accomplished percussionist, having entertained at the school’s annual
commencement party each year and studied with such jazz luminaries as William Randy (Cozy) Cole.
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2020 DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE AWARD
WINNERS NAMED
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Four Indiana Law alumni were presented with the school’s Distinguished Service Award
at the Alumni Summit on September 25. This year’s Summit, which was held via Zoom
because of the pandemic, convened the members of the Law Alumni Board and its BLSA,
LLSA, and LGBT Alumni Boards, and the Young Alumni Steering Committee. Several
law students attended the presentation, including the entire first-year class as part of the
Legal Profession course.
This year’s DSA award-winners were :
Jay Chaudhary, ’09
Sonia Miller-Van Oort, ’97
Lisa Powell, ’84
Alonzo Weems, ’95

Jay Chaudhary was this year’s recipient of the school’s Young Alumni Distinguished
Service Award. He serves as director for the Division of Mental Health and Addictions
with the Indiana Family and Social Services Administration. Previously, he
served as managing attorney and director of medical legal partnerships for Indiana
Legal Services.
During his time with Indiana Legal Services, Chaudhary developed a medical-legal partnership between Indiana Legal Services and Eskenazi Midtown Community
Mental Health Center that began as a part-time project and soon became a full-time,
multi-lawyer program. For his dedication to this partnership, Chaudhary received the
Innovation Award from ARC of Indiana. In 2015, the partnership received the Outstanding Medical Legal Partnership award from the National Center for Medical Legal
Partnership. Chaudhary currently serves as a board member for the Indiana Health
Advocacy Coalition and the Indiana Protection and Advocacy Commission. His level of
engagement with the mental health community and energy that he puts into his work
set an example for all recent graduates.

Sonia Miller-Van Oort has spent her legal career in Minneapolis, where she focuses
her practice on a variety of litigation cases involving commercial disputes, product
liability cases, non-competition matters, breach-of-contract cases, franchise disputes,
and more. She began her career at Flynn Gaskins & Bennett and later joined Faegre &
Benson, now known as Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath.
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In 2011 after more than a decade of working at large law firms, she co-founded
Sapientia Law Group, where she is currently chief manager. One of the few minority
owned and women owned law firms in the Midwest, the firm conducts more than half
of its client business with an alternative fee structure.
Miller-Van Oort is well-known for her skill as an attorney and for her service to the
community. She was named a “Rising Star” by Minnesota Law and Politics in 2005, 2006,
2008, and a “Super Lawyer” in 2013, 2014, and 2015. In 2007–2008, she was elected the
89th president of the Hennepin County Bar Association (one of the 15 largest county
bar associations in the country), serving as the Association’s first Hispanic president
and the second-youngest president in its history. In 2017 she served as the Minnesota
State Bar Association’s first Hispanic bar president. Miller-Van Oort also has a history
of serving the Law School. She was a member of the Alumni Board from 2003–2009 and
is a founding member of the Latino Alumni Advisory Board.

Lisa Powell is a partner at Fisher Broyles in Houston. She is an experienced trial
lawyer who represents clients in disputes in all types of settings: state and federal
courts; bankruptcy courts; and arbitral tribunals, both domestic and international. She
also helps clients mitigate and avoid risk before formal disputes arise. Prior to joining
Fisher Broyles, she spent many years with the firm Jackson Walker. Powell is closely
involved with the Texas and Houston Bar Foundations and is currently co-chair of
the Houston Network of Women. She served on the Law School’s Law Alumni Board for
12 years, including a term as its president.

Alonzo Weems is vice president and deputy general counsel of Eli Lilly & Co., where
he oversees Lilly’s corporate legal functions including litigation, human resources,
commercial transactions, regulatory and privacy. He also serves as general counsel
for the company’s global biomedicines business unit. Having spent most of his career
with Lilly, he has held several positions within the company, including general counsel
and corporate secretary for Eli Lilly Canada and director of global workforce diversity,
among others. In addition to his demanding corporate duties, Weems is active in the
community in many ways. From 2000–2006, he served as a member of the State Board
of Law Examiners, serving as the president from 2005–2006. He is past chair of the
Indiana State Bar Association’s Diversity Committee and serves on the boards of the
International School of Indiana and Early Learning Indiana. In 2018 he was named by
Savoy magazine of one of the most influential Black lawyers in the United States.
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Weems’s service to the school has been long-standing and remarkable. He served
on the Alumni Board from 1996-1999; is a founding member of the BLSA Alumni
Advisory Board where he served from 2003-2005 and rejoined the board in 2015.
And in 2019 he joined the Law School’s Board of Visitors. In addition to his time in
the role serving on boards, Weems also works closely with the development office as
a corporate solicitor at Lilly. He is also known as a go-to mentor and advisor to all of
the school’s students.

The Distinguished Service Award was established in 1997 to recognize graduates
of the Indiana University Maurer School of Law who have distinguished themselves
in service to their communities and the school in ways far exceeding traditional
business, professional, and civic duties. Through their hard work, passion, and accomplishments, these alumni define Indiana Law’s ideals for community service and serve
as accomplished role models for our Law School and the greater community.
To view the presentation, visit the Law School’s YouTube page, IUMaurerLaw.
To submit a DSA nomination, visit law.indiana.edu/alumni/awards.

CLASS OF ’20 REACHES 100% BAR PASS RATE
The Maurer School of Law Class of 2020 achieved a 100% pass rate on the July Indiana bar exam. In addition, the pass
rate for all first-time takers was over 98%, and the overall pass rate (including repeat takers) was nearly 94%.
“This is a fantastic result,” said Dean Parrish. “A big congratulations to our Class of 2020, who worked hard this summer
and made the school proud under challenging circumstances. And a special thank you to everyone — faculty, staff,
alumni, and others — who supported our students.”
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TODD MAURER
ELECTED TO BOARD
OF VISITORS
Todd J. Maurer has been elected to the Law School’s Board of Visitors,
succeeding his father, Michael S. (Mickey) Maurer, ’67, who has been
named an emeritus member. Todd Maurer is founder and CEO of Halakar,
a commercial real estate brokerage firm in Indianapolis, and was
previously a bankruptcy attorney with Rubin & Levin. He has served
as a class agent since his graduation 23 years ago.
The Board of Visitors is an advisory committee to the dean in his effort
to maintain and improve the school’s national standing, and to provide
assistance in self-studies and evaluations of the school and its programs.
V. William Hunt, ’69, chairs the board, and Mary Nold Larimore, ’80,
is vice chair.
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NEW MEMBERS
APPOINTED TO
YOUNG ALUMNI
STEERING
COMMITTEE
Six recent graduates have been named to the Law School’s Young
Alumni Steering Committee:
–

Javier Becerra, ’17, Assistant General Counsel, Primerica, Duluth, Ga.

–

Jenna Heaphy, ’19, Associate, Dinsmore & Shohl, Cincinnati

–

Brandon King, ’15, Associate, Baker & McKenzie LLP, Washington, DC

–

Tara Paul, ’14, Associate, Nossaman LLP, Los Angeles

–

Justin Perez, ’15, Associate, Société Générale, New York

–

Alex Thibodeau, ’18, Associate, Foster Swift Collins & Smith PC, 		
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Established in 2015, the Young Alumni Steering Committee is a nationwide network that serves as a resource for alumni, students, and the Law
School. This requires the committee to work closely with the Alumni,
Career Services, and Admissions Offices to provide networking opportunities for young alumni while creating soft landings for recent graduates.
The YASC also works closely with the Office of Admissions to help attract
and recruit prospective students. Chaired by Patrick C. Thomas, ’13,
Evansville, the committee comprises 34 members from 15 states and the
District of Columbia.
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NEW LAW ALUMNI BOARD
MEMBERS ELECTED
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Four alumni have been elected to the Law School’s Law Alumni Board:
Michael Hulka, ’01, vice president and deputy general counsel at Eli Lilly
& Co., where he serves as the general counsel for Lilly USA LLC and the
Global Diabetes Business Unit. He also leads legal teams that support Lilly
affiliates in Canada, China, and Japan. He was associated with Barnes &
MICHAEL HULKA

Thornburg before joining Lilly.
Heather Kidwell, ’99, vice president, associate general counsel, and
assistant secretary at Zimmer Biomet in Indianapolis, where she
oversees securities and corporate governance matters and global equity
plans. Prior to joining Zimmer Biomet, she was a partner at Faegre Drinker
Biddle & Reath.

HEATHER KIDWELL

Ozair Shariff, ’12, an associate with Stites & Harbison in Louisville,
where he is a member of the Health Care Service Group. His practice is
devoted to a wide range of issues affecting health care providers and
business owners. Shariff focuses on regulatory, compliance, privacy and
data security, physician contracting, antitrust, and general transactional
and corporate matters.
OZAIR SHARIFF

Mario Treto, Jr., ’12, director, Illinois Department of Financial and
Professional Regulation—Division of Real Estate, where he is head
regulator for the State of Illinois’ real estate industry, overseeing professional education, licensure, regulation, and discipline for nearly 100,000
licensees working in six real estate related professions. Treto was appointed by Governor Pritzker in 2019 and was unanimously confirmed by
MARIO TRETO, JR.

the Illinois State Senate. He is past president of the Law School’s Latino
Alumni Advisory Board.
Elizabeth Baney, ’07, chairs the Alumni Board, and Mark Wright, ’89,
is president-elect.
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FACULTY RESEARCH
PRODUCES
JUST-IN-TIME
SCHOLARSHIP ON
TIMELY TOPICS
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The three major stories of 2020 — the COVID-19 pandemic, the heightened awareness
of racial injustice, and the election — have made this year one that we will remember.
Although no one could have envisioned at the beginning of the year all that came to
pass during 2020, the school’s faculty rose to the occasion as trends emerged, producing useful and thought-provoking scholarship on all these topics.

LAW AND THE PANDEMIC
Many of the school’s faculty are engaged in cutting-edge research related to the
COVID-19 pandemic. One area is the effects of the pandemic on consumer debt and debt
collection practices. Prof. Pamela Foohey has been a leading voice in this area. Along
with co-authors Dalié Jiménez (University of California–Irvine School of Law) and
Christopher Odinet (University of Iowa College of Law), she has written a number of
articles on the pandemic-related economic shutdown and resulting job losses. Foohey’s
PAMELA FOOHEY

work proposes reforms to consumer banking and lending laws, assesses debt-collection
practices during the pandemic, and analyzes the use of credit mechanisms, the CARES
Act, and other pandemic relief policies. Her work underscores not only her deep knowledge of the intersection between consumer credit laws and the current public health
crisis, but also her ability to produce “just-in-time scholarship” for immediate application by legislators, judges, and consumer protection advocates.
Indiana Law faculty are also addressing the effects of the pandemic on family life.
In a contribution to a new, online open-source book, Work Law under COVID-19, Associate
Dean and Prof. Deborah Widiss explains how existing laws providing leave to employees have failed to meet the challenges posed by COVID-19 as schools went on-line,
childcare providers closed, and workers turned their attention to sick family members.
Emerging research shows women are much more likely to disrupt work to meet
DEBORAH WIDISS

family needs and leave the workforce entirely. The prediction is that the pandemic
will worsen gender-based inequalities in ways that will likely persist long after the
virus subsides. Widiss’s work has been instrumental to those thinking through legal
and policy reforms to address these disruptions.
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Prof. Ken Dau-Schmidt has contributed his expertise as a labor and employment
lawyer, commenting in the media as an expert on several issues relating to the
pandemic, including federal regulations that may protect employees and the impact of
COVID-19 on employer-employee relationships. Meanwhile, Prof. Mark D. Janis,
director of the school’s Center for Intellectual Property Research, recently hosted
KEN DAU-SCHMIDT

a panel, “Pharmaceutical Innovations: Patents and Politics” in collaboration with
counsel from Eli Lilly & Co. and Roche Diagnostics. He also helped coordinate two panel
discussions this summer centered on IP issues related to the pandemic.

ELECTIONS, VOTING, AND RACIAL EQUALITY
MARK D. JANIS

The Law School is fortunate to have one of the nation’s foremost experts on voting
rights as a member of the faculty. Prof. Luis Fuentes-Rohwer has brought his expertise
to bear during this election cycle in several ways. Most recently, he and his co-author,
Prof. Guy-Uriel E. Charles (Duke University), wrote about Justice Kagan’s Electoral College decision in Chiafalo v. Washington. His other work includes serving as a panelist at
a Monroe County Democratic Party event, “The Power of the Black and Brown Vote: Can
You Hear Us Now?,” and speaking at the recent Federal Depository Library Conference

LUIS FUENTES-ROHWER

(with the Law School’s government documents librarian Jennifer Bryan Morgan) on
“Thinking About Race, Voting Rights, and the Past: People, Moments, and Documents.”
Fuentes-Rohwer has also participated in IU’s Social Justice in America series, which
this year focused on “Defending Democracy: Confronting Voter Suppression and White
Supremacy in the New Millennium.”
Prof. Nicholas Almendares, also an expert on election law, has commented in the

JENNIFER BRYAN MORGAN

media this season on federal responses to the recent protests in Portland, Ore. Prof.
Asaf Lubin, a cybersecurity expert, assessed the threats of foreign cybersecurity
attacks on the 2020 elections in a recent media interview. Almendares and Lubin
joined the faculty this fall. Finally, Prof. Emeritus William Popkin wrote a detailed
outline analyzing how the courts and Congress could deal with a contested or
inconclusive election. Popkin is a well-established expert on legislation and the

NICHOLAS
ALMENDARES

legislative process.
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Also participating in this year’s IU Social Justice series was Prof. Jeannine Bell, a
nationally recognized expert in hate crime and police violence. She has participated
in panel discussions on police funding at Drexel University and Berkeley Law School.
She has commented in the national media recently on the defunding of anti-hate-crime
initiatives in New York City, the underreporting of hate crimes because of distrust of
law enforcement, and the heightened scrutiny of police departments in the wake of

ASAF LUBIN

the killings of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor. And she has been interviewed by USA
Today, the CBC, The Wall Street Journal, WNYC, and The Center for Public Integrity.
Prof. Leandra Lederman, director of the Law School’s highly regarded tax program, has
taken her expertise (virtually) to Capitol Hill, where she testified in October before the
House Ways and Means Committee Oversight Committee on Taxpayer Fairness. LederWILLIAM POPKIN

man is one of the nation’s most cited tax scholars, and her work is particularly timely
this year amidst the general discussion of fairness and income inequality surrounding
the election. She explained to the Committee the essential function of audits, how
audits deter noncompliance, and that some taxpayers have more opportunities than
others for avoiding compliance. Lederman’s testimony stressed how the IRS needs adequate funding to conduct audits that enable the agency to apply the tax laws fairly.

JEANNINE BELL

Law School faculty have also examined the impact of race on the legal profession itself.
A new major study co-led by Prof. Victor Quintanilla and funded by the AccessLex
Institute finds that the minimum passing score (the “cut score”) on the California bar
exam, which is the second-highest in the nation, excludes minorities from admission to
the bar at a disproportionately high rate and does not result in greater public protection
in the state. Described as “groundbreaking,” the study — which examined over 85,000
bar examinees over an 11-year period — analyzed whether the selection of a minimum

LEANDRA LEDERMAN

cut score results in disparate bar exam pass rates when race and ethnicity is taken into
consideration. The study also included analysis of ABA’s discipline data from 48 U.S.
jurisdictions over a five-year period. Quintanilla followed this study with additional
research assessing California’s Proposed Supervised Provisional License Program.
The Law School can claim one of the country’s foremost experts on the judiciary and
judicial selection: Distinguished Professor Charles Geyh. He was on call throughout

VICTOR QUINTANILLA

the confirmation hearings of Justice Amy Coney Barrett, addressing the numerous
issues that arose in the runup to the election. More broadly, Prof. Steve Sanders,
an expert on constitutional law and LGBTQ rights, commented extensively on issues
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relating to the Barrett nomination, COVID-19 mask mandates, same-sex marriage
within Catholic schools, and rights of gay and transgender federal employees.

A COMMUNITY COLLABORATES
CHARLES GEYH

In addition to these examples of faculty research and expertise, the Maurer School
of Law community has come together in other ways. In collaboration with other law
schools in the Big 10 Academic Alliance, the Law School hosted a 12-week Zoom lecture
series, “Perspectives on Race, Law, and Equality.” In October, Prof. Jessica Eaglin, an
expert on mass incarceration, delivered a talk focused on the use of statistical assessments of a defendant’s likelihood of recidivism in state sentencing, and problems with

STEVE SANDERS

technological reforms in sentencing. The Law School also sponsored a “One School, One
Book” reading club, led by Prof. Susan DeMaine, the Director of the Jerome Hall Law
Library, and Associate Dean for Students and Prof. Aviva Orenstein, where students,
staff, and faculty read and discussed The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of
Colorblindness, by Michelle Alexander. The Law School also became a founding participant in the ABA Legal Education Policy Practices consortium, providing students
research and experiential opportunities to work with national leaders on improving

JESSICA EAGLIN

police practices throughout the United States, on local and federal levels.

There is much to be done in terms of both returning to a “normal” environment, getting
beyond the pandemic, and addressing the serious racial justice concerns that we face
in today’s world. But the Maurer School of Law, in its own small way, is contributing to a
brighter tomorrow.
SUSAN DEMAINE

The Law School’s new website features a section on faculty research and the
influential work of its research centers and academic programs. For more information,
visit law.indiana.edu/research.

AVIVA ORENSTEIN
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NEW SCHOLARSHIP FUND
HONORS FRANK MOTLEY
The Law School’s Black Law Students Association and the BLSA Alumni Advisory
Board have launched a scholarship fund in honor of the school’s long-term assistant
dean of admissions.
For nearly 40 years, Frank Motley worked tirelessly to recruit top-flight students
to the Law School. These students went on to become leaders in their communities
— in private practice, in business, and in public service. At the time of his retirement
in 2015, he’d recruited more than 5,000 of the school’s students — nearly half of
our alumni!
Frank’s efforts in behalf of Black students are just as astounding. In addition to
bringing in a diverse 1L class year after year, he served as a role model for students and
for the university and Bloomington communities. In addition to his years as assistant
dean of admissions, he served for several years as university associate vice chancellor
for academic support. In that role, he worked to retain IU students from underrepresented and diverse backgrounds. Frank and his wife, Hon. Valeri Houghton, are also
credited with breaking the color barrier in Bloomington and providing an environment
for open discussions about race. In honor of their efforts, the City of Bloomington
named them Living Legends in 2018.
Gifts to the Frank Motley Admissions Support Fund will go directly to the Law
School’s efforts to recruit students from historically Black colleges and universities
(HBCUs) throughout the country. The fund will support the school’s ongoing efforts
to build a diverse student community while honoring Frank Motley’s decades of hard
work in this important endeavor.
To contribute to the fund, visit law.indiana.edu/ways-to-give, and click on the
red bar at the bottom of the page. Or contact Stephanie Coffey, director of annual giving,
at 812-856-2793 (stcoffey@indiana.edu).
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REMEMBERING RBG
32

Brilliant scholar. Advocate for gender equality. Passionate dissenter. “Notorious RBG.”
All of these terms and many more apply to the venerable Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, who
died on September 18. For nearly 60 years, Justice Ginsburg served the profession as a teacher, researcher, and jurist, eventually authoring pathbreaking US Supreme Court opinions on
gender equality, reproductive rights, and affirmative action.
Less well known, but just as interesting, are Justice Ginsburg’s ties to the Maurer School
of Law. Two of her former DC Circuit clerks, David C. Williams and Susan H. Williams,
joined the Indiana Law faculty in 1993 from Cornell Law School at the invitation of thendean Alfred C. Aman, Jr. (see related story on p. 10). Five years later, David Williams came
up with the idea of holding a mock court-martial based on the premise that Lt. Col. George
Armstrong Custer had survived the battle of Little Big Horn and would be held to account for
his actions.
JUSTICE RUTH BADER GINSBURG
WITH HON. DAMON R. LEICHTY, ’99,
DURING THE MOCK-COURT-MARTIAL OF
LT. COL. GEORGE ARMSTRONG CUSTER.
LEICHTY IS NOW JUDGE FOR THE US
DISTRICT COURT FOR THE NORTHERN
DISTRICT OF INDIANA.

Williams asked his mentor and former boss to assist with the proceedings, wherein
Law School students were paired with alumni and served as attorneys in what was
essentially an oral argument. The three judges were “Gen. Ginsburg,” then-Indiana Supreme
Court Justice Frank E. Sullivan, Jr., ’82, and Williams. Justice Ginsburg loved the idea of
costumes for the event, including navy blue wool jackets with red piping and brass buttons,
so the school found extra funds to outfit judges and counsel appropriately.
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On September 18, 1998 — 22 years to the day before Justice Ginsburg’s death — a rapt
audience in the DeLaney Moot Court Room heard arguments in Custer’s court-martial. The
late Kathleen Buck, ’73, and Hon. Damon R. Leichty, ’99, now a judge for the US District
Court for the Northern District of Indiana, represented the court. Robert A. Long, ’71, now
retired from Latham & Watkins in Los Angeles, and Azin Lotfi, ’99, a strategic and legal
advisor based in Indianapolis, appeared for the defendant.
The court found Custer not guilty of violating the 21st Article of War (disobedience of
the command of a superior officer, General Alfred H. Terry). Custer was found guilty,
however, of violating the 15th Article of War (negligent conduct resulting in destruction of
military stores) and the 62nd Article of War (neglect of duty to the prejudice of good order
and discipline). For violating these articles, the court dismissed Custer from the United
States Army.
Williams recalled that Justice Ginsburg’s participation and enthusiasm in the
court-martial was inspirational, and her legal reasoning was impeccable. He recalled also a
strong personal relationship with the Justice long after his clerkship ended. She always
JUSTICE GINSBURG QUESTIONS
COUNSEL DURING THE TRIAL.

invited him and his family out to dinner whenever they visited Washington, and his
children, now adults, still have the Sacagawea gold dollar coins she gave them when they
were young.
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Williams knew of Ginsburg’s work for gender equality when he was a law student at
Harvard. Even though he interviewed with other judges, he wanted to clerk for Ginsburg. He
remembered the day she stopped by his desk to praise his draft of an opinion. She dropped
the papers on his desk, stood on her tiptoes and kissed him on the cheek. “I blushed,” he told
The Indiana Lawyer. “She was really wonderful,” he added. “To me, knowing she was in the
world and what she made possible for us … was huge.”
COUNSEL FOR THE COURT AND
THE DEFENDANT DURING THE
COURT-MARTIAL: ROBERT A. LONG, ’71,
AZIN LOTFI, ’99, JOHN WALDA, ’75,
FORMER CHAIR OF THE IU BOARD OF
TRUSTEES, KATHLEEN BUCK, ’73, AND
HON. DAMON R. LEICHTY, ’99.

Judge Leichty clearly remembers arguing before Ginsburg at the court-martial. He spoke
first, standing before the panel in his uniform, which he recalled became uncomfortable
under the 1990s-era television lights. Even though he knew the moment would come, he was
still terrified and exhilarated when Ginsburg interrupted his presentation to ask a question.
His time ran out as Williams was querying him, so Leichty asked for another moment to
answer. Ginsburg told him to do it in one sentence.
“Imagine a young law student faced with the challenge by a Supreme Court Justice,”
Leichty wrote in an email to The Indiana Lawyer. “Somehow I managed to rattle off one of the
longest sentences known to man, and she kindly let me.”

Adapted from Marilyn Odendahl, “Through Friendships, Visits, Ginsburg Became Part of Indiana
Legal History,” The Indiana Lawyer, September 30, 2020. Used by permission.
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MOOT COURT COMPETITION
CENTERS ON INDIAN CHILD
WELFARE ACT
The Law School’s annual Sherman Minton Moot Court Competition finals took place via Zoom on Friday,
November 6. This year’s competition examined the historical balancing act between state and federal courts in the
context of the Indian Child Welfare Act of 1978, a federal law that requires state courts to follow specific procedures
when placing an Indian (Native or Indigenous American) child in foster care or for adoption.
Second-year students Devin Dunkley and Asa Gelber argued for the petitioner in the final rounds, and Michael
Osborn and Carsten Parmenter argued for the respondent. Dunkley and Parmenter took top honors in the competition,
besting 106 other students who participated. Students began the fall semester by writing briefs in pairs, then argued
individually through two preliminary rounds of oral arguments. The 32 students with the best combined scores for
their briefs and oral arguments advanced to the tournament rounds, where they argued head-to-head in a single-elimination competition. More than 200 alumni, students, and friends of the school volunteered to support the competition.
The COVID-19 pandemic required the entire competition to be held virtually, but it produced at least one positive effect:
Judges from all over the country presided over the oral arguments via Zoom.
The four-judge panel for the finals included two law professors who are also intimately involved in Native American
and Indigenous law. Matthew L.M. Fletcher is a professor of law and director of the Indigenous Law and Policy Center at
the Michigan State University College of Law. He also served as the Chief Justice of the Poarch Band of Creek Indians
Supreme Court and as an appellate judge for nine additional Indian tribes and bands. Fletcher is a member of the Grand
Traverse Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians. Elizabeth Kronk Warner is the Jefferson B. and Rita E. Fordham Presidential Dean and professor of law at the S.J. Quinney College of Law at the University of Utah. She was formerly associate
dean and professor at the University of Kansas School of Law, where she was also the director of the Tribal Law and Government Center. She is currently active in the American Bar Association, where she is co-chair of the Native American
Resources Committee. The other two judges were Hon. Stephanie D. Thacker, US Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit,
and Hon. Jeffrey A. Meyer, US District Court for the District of Connecticut.
The moot court competition is named for Hon. Sherman Minton, LLB 1915, who served on the US Supreme Court
from 1949–1956. He is the Law School’s only alumnus to have been named to the nation’s highest court.
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STUDENTS HONORED
FOR PRO BONO WORK
The Law School’s students subscribe to an aspirational goal of providing at least 60 hours of pro bono service
before they graduate. Each year, the school honors students who have gone above and beyond that commitment by
volunteering for various pro bono initiatives under the Access to Justice project. Pro bono opportunities include the
Inmate Legal Assistance Project, the LGBTQ+ Project, Outreach for Legal Literacy, the Protective Order Project, the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance Project, the Expungement Desk, the Will Preparation Project, and the Community
Justice and Mediation Center.
Amanda Raad, ’05, spoke at this year’s virtual ceremony on October 27. Raad is a partner in the London and New
York offices of Ropes & Gray and a member of the board of directors of Lawyers Without Borders. She has also advised
clients on the Modern Slavery Act obligations, represented prisoners in New York City jails in a class action lawsuit,
and served as lead counsel on a political asylum case.

This year’s award recipients were:
–

Asa Gelber, most pro bono hours during the summer of 2020

–

Seila Ibrulj, 2L with the most pro bono hours reported during the 2019-2020 academic year

–

Jamie Svisco, 3L with most pro bono hours reported during the 2019-2020 academic year

–

SooChan Ahn, LLM with most pro bono hours reported during the 2019-2020 academic year

–

Tonda Radewan, community award winner.
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CLOCKWISE FROM
TOP LEFT:
DEAN PARRISH,
PRO BONO FELLOW
LUIS TORRES,
ASA GELBER,
SOOCHAN AHN,
PRO BONO FELLOW
MAGGIE BOTT,
SEILA IBRULJ,
TONDA RADEWAN,
AND SPEAKER
AMANDA RAAD
NOT PICTURED:
JAMIE SVISCO
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CLASS NOTES
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1970s
Richard E. Stahl, ’71, has received the Order of the Rising Sun, Gold Rays with Rosette,
from the Government of Japan. The award recognizes his significant contribution to
strengthen the bilateral relationship and promote mutual understanding between
Japan and the United States. Stahl served for five years as honorary consul of Japan in
Minneapolis and as president of the Japan-America Society in Minnesota.

Riddle Receives Women, Influence & Power in Law Award
Kasowitz Benson Torres counsel Clarine Nardi Riddle, ’74, was awarded a 2020
Women, Influence & Power in Law Award for Lifetime Achievement in the law firm
category from Corporate Counsel. The award honors top women lawyers who have
made a remarkable difference in the legal profession. Nardi Riddle is a member of the
Law School’s Academy of Law Alumni Fellows and the advisory board of the school’s
Center for Constitutional Democracy.

Madalyn S. Kinsey, ’79, has joined the Indianapolis office of SmithAmundsen as a
partner. She focuses her practice on commercial real estate transactions and the
representation of financial institutions in a wide variety of commercial lending transactions. Her experience includes the representation of lenders in asset-based lending,
middle-market lending, large corporate and commercial syndications, floor plan
financing, aircraft finance, construction financings, loans to ESOP’s, bond financing,
loans that are part of commercial mortgage backed securities and defeasance transactions. She also represents clients in work-outs and restructurings. Kinsey has been
named an Indiana Super Lawyer and selected for The Best Lawyers in America Banking
and Finance list every year since 2005. She is a former member of the Law School’s Law
Alumni Board.

1980s
Rynthia M. Rost, ’80, has joined a coalition of P-TECH leaders dedicated to breaking the
cycle of poverty through education. P-TECH, an innovative educational model serving
grades 9-14, was founded to serve young people who have historically and consistently
been denied access to equitable education and economic opportunity. IBM is accelerating its investments in P-TECH to help address the many social disparities that exist in
the United States. P-TECH gives students real chances at success through an education
grounded in modern skills, meaningful workplace experiences, and credentials that
have economic weight. P-TECH currently serves 150,000 students in 220 schools in 24
countries with 600 industry partners.
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Woodard, Emhardt partner Spiro Bereveskos, ’81, was named to Managing Intellectual
Property’s Patent Star 2020 list. Managing Intellectual Property magazine’s “IP Stars”
rankings are based on extensive research carried out over a six-month period by a team
of researchers who sought responses from firms and clients, and reviewed publicly
available data.

Chambers has selected Kurt D. Nondorf, ’83, for inclusion in the 2020 Chambers USA
Guide. Nondorf was also recognized for inclusion in the 2020 Super Lawyers list and in
the 2021 Best Lawyers in America list. He is a partner in the Houston office of Jackson
Walker LLP.

Lauren K. Robel, ’83, has been elected to the American Law Institute, the leading independent organization in the United States producing scholarly work to clarify, modernize, and otherwise improve the law.

Zaldwaynaka L. (Z) Scott, ’83, received the Justice John Paul Stevens Award. This
award, given by the Chicago Bar Foundation and the Chicago Bar Association, is presented annually to attorneys who best exemplify the late Justice’s commitment
to integrity and public service in the practice of law.

Cowart Named 2020 Super Lawyer
Greta E. Cowart, ’83, has been selected for inclusion in the 2020 Super Lawyers list.
She was also selected for the 2021 Best Lawyers in America list. Cowart is a partner
in the Dallas office of Jackson Walker LLP and a former member of the school’s Law
Alumni Board.

Deanna Swisher, ’85, has been selected for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America
2021 in the category of commercial litigation. Best Lawyers lists are compiled based on
an exhaustive peer-review evaluation.

Woodard, Emhardt partner Daniel J. Lueders, ’86, was named to Managing Intellectual
Property’s Patent Star 2020 list. In addition, Lueders was also named to the Trademark
Star 2020 list. Managing Intellectual Property magazine’s “IP Stars” rankings are based
on extensive research carried out over a six-month period by a team of researchers who
sought responses from firms and clients, and reviewed publicly available data.

Mary Eileen Shackleton, ’87, has been recognized with the Governor’s Award for her
tremendous support and service to Rotary District 7230, the governing organization of
44 Rotary Clubs in the New York Metro area.
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Brian K. Gran, ’88, was chosen to serve as a Jefferson Science Fellow, sponsored by
the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. Gran will work with a
bureau of the US State Department’s Under Secretary for Civilian Security, Democracy,
and Human Rights. Gran will be the first sociologist and lawyer to hold the fellowship.

1990s
Greg A. Castanias, ’90, was recognized as one of DC’s Best Lawyers for Appellate
Practice and Intellectual Property.

Michael W. Padgett, ’91, was recently featured in the Chambers USA 2020 Guide,
a publication ranking the leading lawyers and law firms across the United States.
Padgett is a principal in Jackson Lewis PC’s Indianapolis office. His practice covers
a broad range of employment laws, as well as traditional labor matters.

Jury Verdict Reporter, a division of Chicago-based Law Bulletin Media, hosted its
annual Awards for Trial Lawyer Excellence and recognized David A. Sorensen, ’93
with its Outstanding Defense Verdict in a Legal Malpractice Case award.

Karl W. Butterer, ’94, has been selected for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in America
2021 in the category of Commercial Litigation, Employment Law–Management. Best
Lawyers lists are compiled based on an exhaustive peer-review evaluation.

Thomas R. TerMaat, ’94, has been selected for inclusion in The Best Lawyers in
America 2021 in the category of Insurance Law. Best Lawyers lists are compiled based
on an exhaustive peer-review evaluation.

Furton Named Litigation Co-Chair
Matthew T. Furton, ’95, has become the Co-Chair of the Litigation Department of Locke
Lord. The 240+ attorneys in Locke Lord’s Litigation Department represent Fortune 500,
mid-market, and entrepreneurial companies from 20 offices across the nation and in
London. Furton has focused on handling business and intellectual property disputes
since he joined a predecessor firm to Locke Lord as a summer associate 25 years ago. He
is president-elect of the Law School’s Law Alumni Board.

Charles J. Meyer, ’95, was named to Managing Intellectual Property’s Trademark Star
2020 list. Managing Intellectual Property magazine’s “IP Stars” rankings are based on
extensive research carried out over a six-month period by a team of researchers who
sought responses from firms and clients, and reviewed publicly available data.
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The American College of Coverage Counsel has recognized Angela Elbert, ’96, of
Chicago with an annual award for leadership. Elbert, who chairs the Insurance
Policyholder Group at Neal Gerber and Eisenberg in Chicago, was recognized for her
significant contributions to the College. She has served as a committee co-chair
and has twice co-chaired the ACCC Annual Conferences, both coordinating speakers
and ensuring quality programming for Fellows of the College.

Hon. Gregory J. Taylor, ‘96 (D-Indianapolis), has been named minority leader of the
Indiana Senate. He is the first Black leader of a legislative caucus in state history. Taylor was an active member of the Black Law Students Association while in law school.

Angelina A. Torain, ’97, has been promoted at Notre Dame to Senior Associate Athletics
Director of Culture, Diversity, and Engagement. Immediately prior to being hired by
Notre Dame, Torain was the deputy athletic director at Incarnate Word.

2000s
Hooker Joins B&T IP Department
Darrick J. Hooker, ’00, has joined Barnes & Thornburg’s Intellectual Property Department as a partner in the Chicago office. Hooker, a seasoned counselor and litigator,
advises clients on a number of different intellectual property issues. While particularly focused on patents, his work regularly spans trade secret, trademark, copyright, and
entertainment matters.

Erin R. Schrantz, ’00, was appointed as co-chair of Jenner & Block’s Investigations,
Compliance, and Defense Practice Group. Schrantz represents clients across a variety
of industries in investigations and complex litigation, and partners with her clients
to conduct pragmatic compliance risk assessments into corruption, fraud, #MeToo,
and other compliance risk areas. Schrantz was recognized by Crain’s Chicago as one its
“Notable Women in Law” in 2020.

Lilly Endowment Names Pryor Program Director
Johnny D. Pryor, ’02, has joined Lilly Endowment’s staff as a program director in the
education division. The Endowment supports the causes of community development,
education, and religion, and it maintains a special commitment to its hometown,
Indianapolis, and home state.
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The Indianapolis Recorder, partnered with InnoPower, has recognized Rafael A.
Sanchez, ’02, with the Golden Laurel Shining Stars Award. The award is given to
those who exemplify professional and community excellence. Sanchez is president
of Private Banking, Old National Bank, and is currently co-chair of the Indianapolis
2021 NBA All-Star Game, chairman of the board of United Way Central Indiana,
chairman of the board of Indiana Latino Institute, and secretary for Indy Championship Fund. He is president-elect for Crossroads Boy Scouts of America.

Terrance Stroud, ’03, gave the commencement address for the Brooklyn College
History Department at Brooklyn College. In addition, Stroud spoke on the City College
of New York Multi-Campus Alumni Career Prep and Résumé Review Panel. He is an
adjunct faculty member of the Law School.

The Indiana Wind Symphony opened its 2020-21 season with a “Panoramic Fantasy”
concert at the Palladium at the Center for the Performing Arts in Carmel. Carl Butler,
’04, was featured as a soloist in Lowell Liebermann’s Concerto for Flute and Orchestra.
Butler began playing the flute at age 10.

Burt Williams Named CEO of Cadence Counsel
Cadence Counsel has named Monique Burt Williams, ’04, as its new CEO. Burt
Williams formerly worked for a prominent boutique litigation firm in Minneapolis and
was subsequently asked to join the legal division of the Outsourcing and Consulting
Group at Kelly Services, one of the largest staffing companies in the world. At Kelly,
she created a consulting practice to address the unique concerns of corporate law
departments. Immediately prior to joining Cadence Counsel, Burt Williams directed
national business and strategy development for Trustpoint One, the largest privately
held legal outsourcing providers in the country.

Michelle T. Cosby, ’05, was selected as one of the Fastcase 50 for 2020. The Fastcase
50 award honors the law’s smartest, most courageous innovators, techies, visionaries,
and leaders. Cosby is the director of the Law Library at Temple University’s Beasley
School of Law, an associate professor of law, and the 2019-2020 President of the American Association of Law Libraries (AALL).

Themester Webinar Taps Moolsilpa as Speaker
Dr. Poom Moolsilpa, ’06, Department of Law at Srinakharinwirot University, joined
the Themester Webinar led by IU Political Science Prof. Timothy Hellwig as a
speaker. The webinar, “Challenges to Liberal Democracy Past and Present,” was
held online in September.
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Elizabeth L. Baney, ’07, has earned a spot among the health care law practitioners
under age 40 honored by Law360 Rising Stars. She has helped the National Association
of Boards of Pharmacy navigate a variety of issues, including assisting the launch
of the major pharmacy association’s Pharmacy Verified Websites Program. She is a
partner with Faegre Drinker in Denver, CO, and is the immediate past president of the
Law School’s Law Alumni Board.

Elyssa Campodonico-Barr, ‘07, was included in the Indianapolis Business Journal’s
2020 Women of Influence list. IBJ’s Women of Influence program recognizes women
who have risen to the highest levels of business, the arts, and community and public
service in central Indiana. Campodonico-Barr currently serves as president and CEO
of Girls Inc. of Greater Indianapolis.

Margaret M. (Meg) Christensen, ’07, has been named managing partner of the
Indianapolis office of Dentons Bingham Greenebaum. Christensen was also included
in the Indianapolis Business Journal’s 2020 Women of Influence list. IBJ’s Women
of Influence program recognizes women who have risen to the highest levels of
business, the arts, and community and public service in central Indiana.

Hirsch Roberts Weinstein LLP is proud to announce that Richard S. Loftus, ’07, was
elected to the partnership effective September 2020. Loftus advises and represents his
clients on an array of employment-related issues, including wage-and-hour disputes,
employment discrimination cases, and restrictive covenants. Loftus also provides
training to his clients on topics ranging from preventing discrimination and harassment to how to effectively draft commission plans.

Mario Castillo, ’08, has been named interim president of Lone Star College–
Kingwood (Texas). Castillo will now serve as interim president in addition to his other
two administrative roles with the system, chief operating officer and general counsel.

Nicholas M. Mathews, ’09, has earned a spot among the intellectual property practitioners under age 40 honored by Law360 Rising Stars. Mathews has secured several victories on behalf of Ericsson, including a defense verdict in HTC Corp.’s patent dispute
over standard essential patent licensing fees. He is a principal in the Dallas office of
McKool Smith.

2010s
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Onika K. Williams, ’10, was sworn in as chair of the National Bar Association’s
2020-2021 Young Lawyers Division during the 95th Annual National Bar Association
Virtual National Convention.

Jacob Johnson, ’11, has been selected for the Elder Justice Program, a two-year Equal
Justice Works Fellowship program aimed at improving the national response to elder
abuse, neglect, and exploitation. The program comprises 22 Fellows who are hosted at
legal services organizations across the country, where they will help address the gap in
civil legal services for victims of elder abuse and exploitation, with a special emphasis
on serving rural communities. Fellows work on wide-ranging civil legal issues such as
financial exploitation, housing, protection orders, guardianship, and public benefits.

Susan Tanner, ’12, has joined the Louisiana State University Paul M. Hebert Law
Center as an assistant professor of professional practice on the Legal and Research
Writing team.

The Opioid Fix: America’s Addiction Crisis and the Solution They Don’t Want You to Have
by Barbara Andraka-Christou, ’13, was published this year. Recounting the true
stories of people in recovery, this book argues that medication-assisted treatment
needs to be available to anyone suffering from opioid addiction. Unlike other books
about the opioid crisis, which have largely focused on causal factors like pharmaceutical over-prescription and heroin trafficking, this book focuses on people who have
already developed an opioid addiction but are struggling to find effective treatment.
Validating the experience of hundreds of thousands of Americans, The Opioid Fix
sounds a loud call for policy reforms that will help put lifesaving drugs into the hands
of those who need them the most.

Katten is pleased to announce that labor and employment attorney Michael A.
Gaston-Bell, ’13, has joined the firm as a special counsel in the litigation practice in
Dallas. Gaston-Bell is the first labor and employment attorney to join the firm’s Dallas
office, which opened in 2018. Gaston-Bell’s practice focuses primarily on helping
clients work through sophisticated employment and commercial litigation matters.

Caleb P. Phillips, ’13, has been appointed as Nodaway County Prosecuting Attorney in
Missouri. Phillips currently serves as a law clerk to Federal Judge Roseann Ketchmark.

The article “A five-year gender equality score card for the Philippine Supreme Court
under its first woman Chief Justice,” written by Emily Sanchez Salcedo, SJD ’13, was
published in Volume 27 of the International Journal of the Legal Profession.
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The National Bar Association named Dino Bovell, ’14, in its Nation’s Best Advocates:
40 Lawyers Under 40 list. The NBA’s 40 Under 40 Awards recognize the nation’s
top lawyers under the age of 40 who exemplify a broad range of high achievement,
including in innovation, vision, leadership and legal and community involvement.
Bovell is counsel at NBCUniversal in New York.

Allison M. Collins, ’14, has been selected for inclusion in the inaugural Best Lawyers
“Ones to Watch” list in the category of Commercial Litigation, Insurance Law,
Litigation–Environmental. Ones to Watch awards are given to attorneys who are early
in their careers for outstanding professional excellence in private practice in the US.
In addition, Collins has been added to the 2020 “Rising Stars” list by Super Lawyers.
The Rising Stars list recognizes no more than 2.5 percent of attorneys in each state.
Collins’s practice area is in insurance coverage.

Wyatt Tarrant and Combs has announced that Julie A. Laemmle Watts, ’14, has been
named one of Best Lawyers’ “Ones to Watch” in its 2021 Edition. Ones to Watch recipients
are determined by a peer-review process as up-and-coming attorneys who demonstrate
outstanding professional excellence. Best Lawyers is the oldest and most respected
peer-review publication in the legal profession.

The Bloomington, Ind. city council members voted 9-0 to make an offer to Stephen E.
Lucas, ’14, for the role of council attorney/administrator.

Jordan L. Couch, ’15, received the Outstanding Young Lawyer Award from the Washington State Bar Association’s APEX (Acknowledging Professional Excellence) awards.
This award recognizes one attorney who has made significant contributions to the
professional community, especially the community of young lawyers, within their
initial years of practice. Couch is a workers’ compensation attorney with Palace Law in
University Place, WA.

Martin H. Cozzola, ’15, is the recipient of the Chicago Bar Foundation’s Kimball R.
Anderson and Karen Gatsis Anderson Public Interest Law Fellowship. The CBF awards
public interest law fellowships to outstanding recent law school graduates who are
either currently working or who have accepted an offer to work for CBF-funded public
interest law and legal aid organizations. Each year, the CBF awards one fellowship
to an individual who demonstrates a commitment to public interest work, academic
achievement in law school, and outstanding character and integrity.
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Barley Snyder is pleased to announce that attorney Reilly S. Noetzel, ’16, has been
named the recipient of the Pennsylvania Bar Association’s 2020 Real Property, Probate
and Trust Law Section Trailblazer Award. The award is given each year to an attorney
who demonstrates excellence in the practice of law and the highest ethical standards,
has a commitment to pro bono legal services, and practices primarily in real estate or
probate and trust law. The recipient also must demonstrate professionalism through
participation in the Pennsylvania Bar Association or similar professional activities.
Noetzel is the first real estate attorney to receive the award.

Hall, Render, Killian, Heath & Lyman has hired Megan Culp, ’17, to join the firm in its
Indianapolis office. Culp previously served as an associate attorney at Indianapolis-based Pitcher Thompson PC.

Katherine A. Gambill, ’19, was sworn in as an attorney licensed to practice law in
Illinois. Gambill was previously sworn in to practice law in Indiana. Thereafter, she sat
for the Illinois bar exam in February 2020.

The Public Interest Law Initiative is excited to welcome Sarah L. Lode, ’19, of Schiff
Hardin LLP to the Alumni Network Leadership Council as the 2019 graduate fellow
alumni representative.

Barrett McNagny LLP has announced that Carta H. Robison, ’19, has been elected
to a four-year term on the Unity Performing Arts Foundation Board of Directors.
Robison concentrates her practice in the area of estate planning and administration.
Unity Performing Arts Foundation, the home of the World Champion Voices of
Unity Youth Choir, is a multi-faceted performing arts and youth development
organization focused on empowering and developing young people in the areas of
artistry, character, and leadership.

2020s
Nicholas G. Bauer, ’20, published a book on solo and small firm practice that developed
from research done under the supervision of Professor Shana Wallace. The book is
titled Practicing Law: Solo and Small Firm.

Luis Briceño, ’20, had an article published in the Venezuelan Law Review of Legislation
and Jurisprudence.
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Attorney Matthew A. Buck, ’20, has joined Wilkinson Goeller Modesitt Wilkinson &
Drummy LLP law firm. He was profiled in the Terre Haute Tribune-Star’s “On the Move.”

Alexandra Cambiazo, ’20, has been honored with an El Humanitario Award by the
Cook County State’s Attorney’s Office. The award is presented each year in observance
of Hispanic Heritage Month.

Kevin Jones, ’20, received the Chairman’s Award for Excellence in Leadership by the
National Bar Association Young Lawyers’ Division.

Sachin M. Patel, ’20, was named winner of the 2020 Jan Jancin Award by the Foundation for Advancement of Diversity in IP Law.

Ferguson Law welcomed new attorney Allison Weber, ’20. Weber worked for Ferguson
Law for five years in various roles, including as a law clerk.

IN MEMORIAM
Prof. Jost Delbrück, LLM ’60, died November 6, a few days after his 85th birthday.
Delbrück was a renowned scholar, author, and teacher of international law and German
constitutional law. He was appointed to the Maurer School of Law faculty 1991 and
taught courses in International and European Community Law. Delbrück authored numerous books and articles in the areas of protection of human rights and international
law. His revision of Dahm’s Treatise on Public International Law has been acclaimed as
a preeminent contribution to German scholarship in the area.

Hon. James William Palmer, Jr., ’81, died October 1, 2020. He was born January 23,
1957 in Chicago to James William Palmer, Sr. and Marietta Carter Palmer. A graduate
of Morehouse College, he earned an MBA with a concentration in management from
Roosevelt University in Chicago before earning his law degree. He later worked for
General Motors in Detroit, where he met his late wife, Rasheda Ann Palmer, with whom
they had one daughter, Arielle. Rasheda died in 1993.
While working as an attorney on Wall Street, Palmer balanced fatherhood while
attending night school to earn his LLM in taxation from New York University. He
would become a tax director at AT&T, where he would meet and later marry Deborah
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Ann Palmer in 1996, gaining a son, Bryson David Palmer. In 1997, Deborah and James
Jr. would welcome another daughter, Amber Gabrielle Palmer, to the family.
Over the years, Palmer volunteered his time passionately, serving civic and community organizations throughout the state of New Jersey. Among them included leadership
and Board Memberships with CentraState Medical Center, American Cancer Society,
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, and Boy Scouts of America.
A lifelong member of the Boy Scouts, Order of the Arrow, Eagle Scout, and National
Scoutreach Committee, he remained committed to diversity, personally mentoring
over 80 African-American youth to further their education and advance within
scouting. For his leadership over many years, the Boy Scouts awarded him the Silver
Beaver and Silver Antelope Awards.
On January 14, 2009, Palmer was sworn in as a judge of the Superior Court of New
Jersey, serving in the family, law and criminal divisions. In 2014 he was transferred
to the Ocean County Vicinage, and was assigned to the Law Division, Special Civil
Part, as the supervising judge.
Palmer was preceded in death by his first wife, Rasheda A. Palmer, and leaves to cherish his memory three children: Bryson D. Palmer (Asha), Arielle L. Palmer, and Amber
G. Palmer; the mother of his children, Deborah A. Palmer; his three grandchildren, Brinkley D. Palmer, Bailey D. Palmer, and Bryson D. Palmer Jr.; his parents, Marietta and
James W. Palmer Sr.; his sister, Dr. Shari L. Palmer and nephews Erwin L. Vance and
Booker S. Vance Jr.; his first cousins, Dr. Deveta Peoples, Jocelyn E. Carter-Miller, Kimberly E. Carter, Dr. Ivory Daryl Carr, and Jason C. Palmer; and a host of other relatives to
whom he dedicated his legacy and life.

Gregory Alan Watkins, ’89, of Fort Wayne, Ind., passed away on May 3, 2020 at his
residence. He was born on January 5, 1964 in Fort Wayne to Virgil and Ruth Watkins.
He graduated from South Side High School in 1982, then proceeded to Northwestern
University on a full academic scholarship and graduated with honors. Following law
school, he followed his passion and love for his family and opened Watkins Law Office
to practice and specialize in family law. He was always willing to help anyone in need,
no matter his or her situation.
In addition to his parents, Virgil and Ruth Watkins, he was preceded in death by his
nephew, David P. Watkins. Surviving are his siblings, David (Teresa) Watkins, Sheri
(Glenn) Beauvais and Lisa (Jim) Young; five nieces and nephews, Amanda Watkins,
Andy Watkins, Cori (Eric) Ammon, Rob Young and Alli (Joe) Morua; and several great
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nieces and nephews. Greg never had children of his own, however, he was always
everyone’s favorite “uncle.”

Kevin G. Dougherty, ’90, passed away on October 3 after a courageous two-year battle
with cancer. He was born on March 4, 1965 in Chicago to Anne C. and Robert E. Dougherty. While he lived half his childhood in Chicago, it was certainly his formative years
in southern Indiana living near Salem, Ind. that strengthened his love for fishing,
hunting and being outdoors. He graduated from Salem High School in 1983. Taking
after his father in his love of golf, he played on his high school and college golf teams
(Franklin College, BA 1987) before graduating from law school. From there, he moved to
Grand Rapids, Mich. and joined the law firm of Warner, Norcross & Judd in 1990 where
he remained his entire career and served as a litigator primarily in the areas of products liability, business disputes and family law. Daugherty served as a board member
for the Legal Aid of Western Michigan for several years, as well as heading the pro bono
program for Warner. His father preceded him in death. Kevin is survived by his wife,
Michelene Pattee; his children, Sean, Madeline and Claire; his mother; his sisters,
Maureen (Rick) Davidoff, Chris Dougherty, Sheila (Toby) Harmon; and many nieces and
nephews.

David S. Rozmanich, ’93, died October 24 in Munster, Ind. A graduate of Loyola
University Chicago, where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa and Alpha Sigma Nu,
he began his career as assistant US attorney under Jon DeGuilio. He then worked for six
years as district director for Congressman Pete Visclosky, and then became regional
director for the Indiana Department of Environmental Management under Governor
Frank O’Bannon, ’56. He continued his career in government for 12 years as Senator
Evan Bayh’s regional and then state director. Survivors include his children, Ava and
Steven, and his parents, Mary Kay and Lou Rozmanich.

Benjamin H. Cowley, ’17, died November 2 in a boating accident. Earlier this fall,
he had gathered his most precious possessions and was traveling. On his way home,
he was camping near a river and drowned on a homemade raft. According to his
mother, his Law School diploma was found among his prized possessions. Cowley
will be remembered for his kind disposition and his drive to make the world a
better place.
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WAYS TO GIVE
There are many ways to support the Law School’s annual fund — the Fund for Excellence. The Fund provides the
dean with resources to support academic and co-curricular programs and to meet unexpected needs as they arise
throughout the year. For further information, please contact Stephanie J. Coffey, annual fund director,
at (812) 856-2793 or (877) 286-0002.

Gifts by check
Send your check, payable to the IU Foundation/IU Maurer School of Law, to:
Indiana University Maurer School of Law
Indiana University Foundation
P.O. Box 6460
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6460
Gifts by credit card
To charge your gift using Visa, MasterCard, American Express, or Discover, call the IU Foundation at (800) 558-8311.
Or visit our website, law.indiana.edu/ways-to-give, which will direct you to our secure giving page.
Gifts by electronic transfer
Your gift to the Law School can be deducted automatically each month from your checking account or credit card.
For more information, call the IU Foundation at (800) 558-8311 or visit their website at myiu.org/give-now.
Gifts of securities
The Law School welcomes gifts of securities and appreciated stock. To arrange your gift, call the IU Foundation
at (800) 558-8311.
Law firm and corporate matching gifts
Matching gifts can double or triple your investment. Please contact your Human Resources department to request the
necessary forms. To find out whether your organization has a matching program, go to matchinggifts.com/IUF.
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Baier Hall
211 S. Indiana Ave.
Bloomington, IN 47405-7001

